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Resumo
Neste artigo provamos que problemas parabélicos semilineares abstratos acoplados por

difusao sincronizam. Aplicamos os resultados abstratos obtidos a uma classe de equagoes
diferenciais ordinarias e a problemas de reagao e difusao. As técnicas envolvidas consist
tem em provar que os atratores para as equagoes diferencias acopladas sao semicontinuos
superiormente com respeito ao atrator de um problema na diagonal que é exibido explici-
tamente.

Palavras Chaves: Upper Semicontinuity of Attractors, Synchronization, Diffusively Cou-
pled Systems
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Abstract

In this paper we prove that diffusively coupled abstract semilinear parabolic systems syn-
chronize. We apply the abstract results obtained to a class of ordinary differential equations
and to reaction diffusion problems. The technique consists of proving that the attractors for
the coupled differential equations are upper semicontinuous with respect to the ittractor of a
problem, explicitly exhibited, in the diagonal.

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of synchronization is present in many situations of our every-day life. Our
heart beat and the menses of room mates are examples of that. The synchronization of clocks
has been observed in 1665 by Christian Huygens. In mechanical and electrical coupled oscillators,
synchronization is also observed, see for example [2, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 22, 23]. In lasers systems it
has been observed by Prof. R. Roy and his group, see [12], and in biological oscillators by Mirollo—

Strogatz [19] and by Strogatz-Stewart [24]. In [25], Verichev studied synchronization in a coupled
system of Lorenz equations. In communications this phenomenon is analyzed by Cuomo-Oppenheim
in [11].

‘

In [2], Afraimovich-Verichev—Rabinovich give a mathematical definition of synchronization and
a system of coupled nonautonomous nonlinear oscillators is discussed. These concepts were used by
Verichev in [25].

‘Research partially supported by CNPq - Ministry of Science and Technology - Brazil, grant # 300.889/92-5
tResearch partially supported by CNPq - Ministry of Science and Technology - Brazil, grant # 301.994/85-4
tResearch partially supported by FAPESP-SP-Brazil, grant # 1995/4705—9 and Silesian University
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In this paper we deal with mathematical models for physical problems which exhibits such
phenomenon. To be more precise consider a physical problem described by the ordinary differential
equation

(i: = f(:z:) (1.1)
where a: is a vector in IR" and f : IR" —-) IR" is a vector field in IR". When two of such physical
problems operate together there may be some interaction between them. As an example let us say
that they interact dissipatively; that is

d: = k(y —m) + f(rc),
y'=k(z—y)+f(y)~ (12)

Thus the system a: feels the effect of system y through a dissipative coupling and vice versa. In
this case if we increase the value of k the effect of the system y on the system at will make the two
systems behave alike. In mathematical terms this means that for k large any solution (z(t), y(t)) of
(1.2) which is globally defined and bounded will satisfy

£330 um) — ya)" a o. as t a co.

This property is what we will call synchronization.
Of course there may be more systems involved and the systems involved may be similar but

in general are not the same. So it would be more interesting to consider coupling of nonidentical
systems as

i = k(y — m) + f(x),
3) = k(fv - y) + g(y),

where g : IR" —) IR" is another vector field in IRn which is not necessarily close to f. In this case we
no longer have the diagonal of IR" x IR" as an invariant manifold and therefore we do not expect
synchronization as previously defined. However as It gets larger the system 3: should still start to
behave as the system y, more precisely, given 6 there exists [co > 0 such that

(1.3)

limsup I|z(t) — W)" 5 e
t—boo

whenever (x(t),y(t)) is a globally defined bounded solution of (1.3) with k 2 kg. This is what we
call e-synchronization.

Even though this prototype problem is quite helpful for introducing the results we would like
to consider more general problems with several systems coupled, unidirectionally or not and not
to restrict ourselves to ordinary differential models. To that end, in Section 2 we develop abstract
results that apply to ordinary and partial differential equations. In Section 3 we consider examples
in ordinary differential equations and in partial differential equations.

Indeed we prove that if the problem (1.3) has a global attractor Ak and if the problem
1 1

fife/5a + flab/iv) (1.4)

has a global attractor A then, under a few more technical hypotheses, we have that the family of
attractors {ArH k 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where A00 = {(z, z) 6 IR“ x IR" : z E A}.
This is more then synchronization. It also says that the two coordinates approach a certain set.

To make the results precise let us say that we use the definition of global attractors given in [17]
and the concept of upper semicontinuity at infinity for the family {AM k S 00} is defined as:

Given 6 > 0 there is a Ico > 0 such that

2:

SH? (104.1100) S 6,
uEAk

for all k 2 ko, where d(u, A00) is the distance in the phase space IR" x IR" between the point u and
the attractor Aw.
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2 Abstract Results

In this section we introduce some abstract results adapted from [11] which will be used throughout
this paper.

Let X be a Banach space and A : D(A) C X —) X be the generator of an analytic semigroup of
bounded linear operators on X. Then, we can define the fractional powers A“ of A and the associated
fractional power spaces Xa, see [18].

Let {T(t), t Z 0} be a semigroup (usually nonlinear) on X. A set B C X is said to attract a set
C C X under T(t) if dist(T(t)C’, B) —) 0 as t —-> 00. A set S C X is said to be invariant if T(t)S = S
for t 2 0. An invariant set A is said to be a global attractor if A is a maximal compact invariant
set which attracts each bounded set B C X.

Our first result is a converse theorem on existence of a compact attractor for semilinear equations
in Banach spaces. Results of this type are standard in the theory of stability and we only give its
proof for the sake of completeness

Theorem 2.1 Consider the differential equation

i:(t) = Az(t) + f(:r) (2.1)
‘ where f : X a —> X is globally Lipschitz continuous on X". Suppose that (2.1) has a global attractor
A. Then, given R > 0 such that A C B(0,R) = {z E X" : “z"xa 5 R}, there is a function
2 : B(0, R) —) 1R+ which is Lipschitz and satisfies

. i) a(qs) =o,v¢eA,
0 ii) a(d(:1:(1,¢),A)) S 2(¢) S b(d(¢,A)), where a is continuous nondecreasing, a(s) > 0 if
s > 0, b(s) is continuous with b(0) = O, d(-,.A) is the distance in X"1 to A and m(t,¢) is the
solution of (2.1) satisfying z(0,¢) = (b,

0 iii) 2(2_1)(¢) S —Z(¢), where 2&1) is the right hand derivative of): along solutions of (2.1).

Proof: Let (b E X 0‘, d(¢, A) 5 R. If z(t,<b) is the solution of (2.1) satisfying a:(0,¢) = (1), there
exists a function 6(t, R) such that

d($(t,¢)w4)) 3 90,3)
where 0(t, R) is a strictly decreasing in t and a C’1 function. Let T(e) be its inverse, that is
T(0(t,R)) = t. So T(e) is continuous on 0 < e < 9(0,R) and T(e) —> 00 as e —) 0+.

From the hypothesis on f, the map (15 E X r—> z(t, rt) 6 X "‘ is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant 5 Le“ t for some L, M, t 2 1.

Define
a(e) = e—(B+M’T(‘), 9(0) = 0,

for some fl > 0. Also

Gj(2) = max{0,z— —]1—}, jZ 1.

Forj=1,2,3,---
Ems) = g (j +1) igifiefi‘cjwou, mm}.

Observe that the sup is taken only on 1 5 t 5 T,- := T (J%) and so

o 5 21“) 5 g (131+ 1) efiTi0(1,R) 5 0(1,R),
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1
. _ . _ (13+M)t _ISM) Ssh/OI S g(j+1)l§1$ij{Le l|¢ 1bllx}

s g —.1 )Le<”+M’Tf1|¢—w||xsum—Mu.J+1
Finally,

2mm») = e-flhg (3—13) suph{ef"G,~(d(z(t,¢),A>>}
¢21+

S e“""2j(¢),

so ms) 5 4321-015).
If we let

W) = ZTJ'EM),
j=1

we have that

me» — WM 5 L||¢ — wux, it») s —fl2(¢), W) = o, W e A,

and
oo

_' 1
ms) 2 E2 19 <1“) ef’G,»(d(z(1,¢),A)) = a(d(x(1,¢)>,A>),

with a Lipschitz continuous, strictly increasing, a(s) > 0 if s > 0 and a(s) —-> 00 as s —> 00. This
concludes the prooffl

Let k > 0 be a positive parameter, m, n be positive integers, X be a Banach space and C}; : X —>

X, be a bounded linear operator, 1 5 i 5 m. Let A, A“ and X "‘ be as before.

Assume that the semigroup {Tk(t), t 2 0} generated by Ak := diag(A+C,§, - - - ,A+C,’¢") satisfies

llTk(t)wll[xa]m S Me'mltllwllxqm, tZ 0,

IITk(t)wII[Xa1m S Mt‘“e""’°"llwlllx1m, t > 0,

for any to e [X“]"", where fl(k) —) 00 as k —> co and M 2 1 is a constant.
Consider the weakly coupled system

$(t) = Ale-TU) + f(x,y)i
}

W) = Ay(t) + away),

where f : [X°]"‘ x [X°]" —+ [X]'" and g : [X“]"‘ x [X°]" —> [X]" are Lipschitz continuous in
bounded subsets of [X“]’" x [Xa]".

(2.2)

Let h, : [X °‘]" —) [X]" be globally Lipschitz continuous on [X “l" and assume that

W) = AW) + h(y) (2-3)

has a global attractor A in [X c‘]". Suppose that there exists a constant M > 0, independent of k,
such that the set

3 = (u G [Xalm X lX°l" 1 ||u||[.\'a]mx[Xa1n S Ml [H]
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absorbs bounded sets of [X a)” x [X a)" under the flow defined by (2.2).
Suppose that there exist nonnegative constants Mf, Lp, such that

||f(¢, ¢)||[x1m S Mf, ||P(¢,1/))||[x1n S LPll¢lhxqm (2-4)

where P(¢,¢) = g(¢, 1/1) — M111)-

Lemma 2.1 Assume that the flow defined by (2.2) is asymptotically smooth. Then, the problem
(2.2) has a global attractor Ak and given 11 > 0, there exists kg > 0 such that

llxlhxflm < 77» W131!) e Ak’ W“ 2 ko-

Proof: Since all solutions of (2.2) are globally defined, for any (so, yo) 6 At and for any It > 0 we
have that the solution (z(t),y(t)) of (2.2), (1:(0),y(0)) = ($0,110) satisfies

it = Aye) + haw) + P($(t),y(t)),
(2.5)

me) = as — tom + f; at — S)f(m(s),y(s))d3-

for all t 2 to. Thus, we have that
t

"f”(tllllxum = Me‘fi‘k’“"°)llzoll(xa1m + MMf / e‘”"°"“‘°’(t — to)‘°‘ds.
to

Letting to —) —00, we obtain that

Museum = MMffl(k)a_l / «foe-ads
o

and the result follows from the fact that b(k) —> 00 as k —) 00. [1

Theorem 2.2 Assume that A is a sectorial operator and that flUc) —) 00 as k —) 0. Assume also
that [H] and (2.4) are satisfied. Then, there exists kg > 0 such that , for k 2 kg, the problem (2.2)
has a global attractor Ak and the family of attractors {Aim [to 5 k 5 00} is upper semicontinuous
at infinity, where A0° := A.

Proof: Since (2.3) has a global attractor A there exists a bounded positively invariant neighborhood
C of {y E [X‘fln : Ilylllxaln 5 M} = P13 and a globally Lipschitz continuous function 2 : C —) IR+
such that for any 1.0 G C,

o i) 2(i/;)=0 if ibEA,
0 ii) a(d(z(1,1b),.A)) 5 20,11) 3 b(d(1/),.A)), where a is continuous nondecreasing, a(s) > 0 if
s > 0 and b(s) is continuous with b(O) = 0,

0 iii) 2&3) (1b) 5 —)3(1/)), where 203) is the right hand derivative of 2 along the solutions of
2.3).

For c > 0, let B6 = {1/1 E C : 20/1) < c}. Then, from the fact that C is a positively invariant
neighborhood of P13 we have that BC 3 P13 for suitably large c.

Suppose (z(t), y(t)) is a solution for (2.2) with initial data (¢,1,b). Using the variation of constants
formula, (2.2) can be rewritten as

$1 = Ag + h(y) + P(m,1),
(2.6)

me) = Tutu + f; Tut — s)f(m(s), y(s))ds-
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for t > 0.
Choose 1; > 0 such that

c —- LLpn > 0,

where L is the Lipschitz constant of 2.
If y(s) 6 Be and ”$(S)II[Xa]m < n for 0 S s 5 t, then

2&1) S —E(y) + LIIP(z,y)II[x;n

5 —2(3/) + LLPll-Tlhxul’" < 4301) + LLP"

and

MMIFU. — a)
a m < M a m ~—— .|l$(t)|l[x 1 _ ||$0||[x ] +

fl(k)l_°‘
(2 7)

Thus, for ||¢||[xa]m < 2—37 and kg such that

MMfF(1 — a) n————- - >We)“ < 2’
’° - k“

(2.7) implies that ||x(s)||[xa1m < n and y(s) 6 BC for all t _>_ 0.

Therefore, for every t 2 0, |I¢”[Xa]m < 24117, 11) 6 BC , (2.7) is satisfied and

. M F 1 —

my) 5 —2(y) + LLp(k)M—’—(—a’> (2.8)fl(k)‘"°
for any t 2 0.

Then, the w-limit set Ak of BM = {(x,y) E [X°]m x [X]" : “z"[chlm < 5-77, 11 6 BC} attracts
BM. Since from Lemma 2.1 we can assume that B C 13,7,c we have that A), is a global attractor for
(2.2).

It remains to show that the family of attractors {AM It 2 kg} is upper semicontinuous at infinity.
Consider (2.8) for ||q15|llxaln < 777 and 1p 6 BC. Then,

flaw» S e‘53(y)+e‘2(y)

M F 1 —s axiom—W ‘

and
M 1" 1

z(y) s 2(¢)e—‘ + LLp(k)M—W(l — e“). (2.9)

Horn (2.7) and (2.9), for every (<1), 1/)) 6 Ah,

ZMMJFU. —a) M,I‘(1—a)
ll¢l|[xa]m SW, SW) S LLPM_fi_(k_)1—“’_

and from property ii) of 2
lim sup dist((¢,¢), (DMD) = 0,
k—*°° (¢,¢)eAt

and Theorem 2.2 is proved. D
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3 Examples:
3.1 Examples in Ordinary Differential Equations

Consider the problem
u) = —-kAw + g(w) (3.1)

where w = (w1,---,wg)T 6 IR‘, 9 : IR! —> IR! and g(w) = (g1(w), - - - ,g¢(w))T with g,- satisfying

9i(w)wi < 0, M 2 f, (3-2)

for some 5 > O. The matrix A is assumed to satisfy:

A = M‘lB, M = diag(d1,~-,d¢),

di>0,15i§land
an "(112 —1113 "' “all

“1121 G22 “1123 "' —a2z

_B= “1131 —032 a33 —¢l3t
,

—a¢1 ~aez —a¢3 ' ' ' an
aij20,15iij5£-

The matrix A is said dissipative if in addition it satisfies

t
0.12201}, ISiSf-

j=lj¢i

Observe that this problem consists of E coupled scalar ordinary differential equations. The linear
coupling depends on a positive parameter k and the nonlinear coupling appears in the function g. If
each 9,- depends only upon w; we say that the problems are linearly-coupled. We also observe that
with similar treatment one can consider coupled systems of ordinary differential equations.

Next we address the question of how to prove that the solution operator {T(t) : t 6 111+} defined
(3.1) has a global attractor. This is done using La Salle’s invariance theory, which we briefly explain
next.

We say that a function V : lR‘ —) IR is a Liapunou function for (3.1) if it is continuous and
satisfy

_

V(3_1)(w) S 0, Vw G lRl

where V(3_1)(w) = lim supHOJ,”M is the derivative along solutions of (3.1) at w. We call
8 the set of points w where V(3,1)(w) = 0.

Theorem 3.1 Let V : lR‘ —+ IR be a Liapunov function for (3.1), 5 = {w 6 IR‘ : 1.43.1)(w) = 0}
and M be the maximal invariant subset of 8. If {T(t)w : t _>_ 0} ({T(—t)w : t 2 0}) is a bounded
subset of IR‘; then, T(t)w -> M (T(-t)w —» M) as t —+ co.
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Proof: V(T(t)w) is nonincreasing for t 2 O by hypothesis and bounded below from the fact that V
is continuous and 7+ (w) is bounded. Thus 2 = limH0° V(T(t)w) exists. If y E w(w), then V(y) = Z

and also V(T(t)y) = t, t 2 0. This implies that l/(3,1)(y) = 0. Hence w(w) C 5 and w(w) C M. It
follows from the fact that w(w) attracts w that T(t)w —) M as t —> co and the result is proved. [1

We see that rectangles of the form R3 = (1 + s)[—-£, at, with s > 0 are such that the vector field
g points strictly inward at its boundary. To construct a Liapunov function for (3.1) we choose a
function 1230 that has level sets 6R,. This is done as follows.

Let R0 = [—§,§]‘ and R, as before 5 > 0, then {R,, s 2 0} covers 1115. Let p30 : IR‘ —> IR+
defined by

pRo(w) = inf{s 2 0 : w G R,}. (3.3)

Definition 3.1 A bounded rectangle R C IR! is contracting for the vector field 9, if for every point
w which belongs to a (closed) face of R, we have that g(w) -n(w) < 0, where n(w) is the outward
normal to R at w (normal to the face that contains 11), and if w belongs to more than one such faces
this condition has to be satisfied for all of them).

Theorem 3.2 Suppose that w(t) e lRe is a solution of (3.1) and that 9 satisfies (3.2). Then, for
any T > 0 for which pRo (w(T)) = T > 0, there exists 1] > 0 such that

lim sup m. (M + h» — ma. ma»
h—>0 h S ~v- (3-4)

Proof. Let w—- (wl, ,wg),g =--(g1, -T.,g¢) prRo(w(T))—— T and RT, we have that —(1+T)§_<
w,(T) < (1 + T)§, 1 < i < n. If w(T) G BRT, w(T) is in one of the faces of RT, say the right-hand
jth face of RT, then wJ (T) (1 + T)£ Since R is a contracting rectangle for g, there is an 77 > 0
such that for all w E 6(R )j,

g(w) -n(w) < —175,

where n(w) is the outward-pointing normal to R, at 11). Since w(T) is in the right~hand jth face of
RT, we have that

at = ado-l 252, an — Icon-lays + r) +g.-<w)

S MGM—1 Eiffel,- ajk(wk — f — T) + 9j(w) 5 WW) < “716,

and wJ— (T + h.) < (1 + T)£ — nhE for small It. Therefore

pR°(w(T + h)) 5 T — nh

and
PROM/(T + h)) — pRo(w(T)) < _h _

and the result is proved. [1

Corollary 3.1 Under the above hypothesis R8 is positively invariant for any 3 > O and orbits of
any bounded subset oflR are bounded. Furthermore, the problem (9.1) with g satisfying (3 2) has
a global attractor Ak satisfying

A}; C R0.
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Proof: The only part that remains to be proved is the fact that R0 contains the attractor Ak. This
is done in the following way. Given any point in E Ak its a—limit set is contained in the set of points
where mm“) = 0. The later is contained in R0 and therefore dist(T(—t)w,R0) —) 0 as t —) 00.
Thus, given 5 > 0 there is a te such that T(—t)w 6 RE, for all t > te. Since Re is positively invariant
we have that w 6 Re. Since 6 > 0 was taken arbitrarily we have that w 6 R0 and the inclusion
follows. I]

These results imply that we may assume, without loss of generality, that g is globally Lipschitz
and globally bounded.

3.1.1 Totally Coupled First Order Systems

We will call a dissipative matrix A a total coupling dissipative matrix: if it is self adjoint and
satisfies

l
aii=Zaij>O,15i§£.

j=1
is“

If we consider the space IR‘ with the inner product (-, -)M := (M -, -), a total coupling matrix
A defines in it a self adjoint nonnegative operator. The first eigenvalue of A, A1 = 0, is simple
and an associated normalized eigenvector is zl = c(1,-~-,1)T 6 IR‘, where c = (dl + + Lia—i.
Let M, - - - ,/\¢ be the remaining eigenvalues of A and z,- = (z}, - - - ,zf)T, 2 5 i _<_ 2, be associated
normalized eigenvectors, that is (zi, z,~)M = 6,-1- and

(Azazim = _/\i-

This implies that
—ZAZTM = A, z—1 = ZTM, (zT)-l = MZ,

where A = diag(A1, ' - - ,A(). Thus if v = Z‘lw, the system (3.1) becomes

1'1j == ——kz\jvj + fj(111,"-,'l)¢),

z z e
(3.5)

fj(vla ' ’ ' )vl) = Zq=1gq (Zi=1 221115, ' ' ' i Zi=1 zilvi) 23-1, 1 Sj S g

This problem has a global attractor fIk and can now be rewritten in the abstract form

13 = Alex “I" hl(miy)’
y = h2 (wry), (36)

where Ak = diag(—k/\2, - - -
, —k/\¢), hl : [IR]“1 x IR —+ IR"1 and fig : [IR]“1 x IR —> IR are given

by
f2

hl = 7

fl
and

l l e

_ l 8h2(vli"'1v€)"zgq Zzivii"'yzzivi 2?-
q=1 i=l i=1
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Theorem 3.3 The family of attractors {Able 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity, where
A00 = {(u,0, - - -,0) 6 [1R]“1 : u E A} and A is the attractor for the problem

I
i) : c2§q(cu),

q=1

where gq(3) = gq(ss ' ' ' a S).
The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that h1, h1 and P satisfy

the required hypotheses.

Changing back the variables 1),- to u,- we have the following result:

Theorem 3.4 The family of attractors {Able 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where
A00 = {(u, - - - ,u) : u E A} and A is the global attractor of the problem

z

a = C2E g, (u). (3.7)
q=1

This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors immediately imply the
following result.

Corollary 3.2 Given 5 > 0 there is a he > 0 such that, for k 2 kg and for any (u10,- - - ,u¢o) E []R]‘
the solution (ul (t), — - - ,u¢(t)) of (3.1), with (u1(0), - - - ,u¢(0)) = (u10,- - -,u¢o), satisfy

1

liin sup 2 ”liq—105) — uq(t)llR 5 5-
_+ q=2

3.1.2 Partially Coupled First Order Systems

We will call a. dissipative matrix A a partial coupling dissipative matrix if it is self adjoint and
satisfies

aij=0715jse
for some, but not all, 1 5 i 5 Z. This describes the situation when a particular coordinate has no
coupling with the other coordinates of the systems (a line in the coupling matrix contains only zero
elements). In this case, reordering the coordinates, the system (3.1) can be written as:

a = —kfiw + g(w), (3.8)

where w = (w1,~- - ,wk+¢)T E leH. The matrix fl is given by

A = OIkxk OIkxt
Olek A

with A as in the previous section and with g : IRH" —> IRk'H satisfying (3.2). Then, the problem
(3.8) has a global attractor Ak.

Keeping the first It variables fixed W1 = (w1,--- ,wk) and proceeding as in the previous sections
with the last 8 variables W2 = (wk+1,~~-,kk+¢); that is, making VT := (v1,---,v¢)T := Z“‘W2T,
the system (3.8) becomes
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W1: G(W1,V)1=(91(W1,V),"',gk(WhV))y
13.7” = —k/\j'Uj + fj(W1, V),

(3.9)

fj(W1’ V) = 22:1 gq (W1, 25:1 zilvii ' ' ' a 25:1 Zf’ui) 2?) 1 S j S f

This problem has a global attractor Ak and can now be rewritten in the abstract form

x=Akz+h1(x,y), (3.10)
l] = h2(xiy)i

where Ak is as in the previous section, hl : [IR]“1 x IR"+1 —> IR“1 and hg : [IR]"1 x IRk+1 ——) le+1
are given by

f2

hl '

fe
and

Z l l
h2(W1,V)= (G(W1’V)7qu (W1,ZZ}U£,"',ZZ£U§)Z€) -

q=1 i=1 i=l

'I_‘heorem 3.5 The family of attractors {Ah/c 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infiniti, where
Aw = {(W1,v,0, - - -,0) E [IR]’°‘“ x [IR]“l : v E A} and A is the attractor in [IR]’°+1 of the problem

W1: G(Wliv) ' ' ' iv)!
1) = 622=1 §q(W1»CU)7

where §q(s) = gq(W1,Sy ‘ ' us)-
The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that h1, h and P satisfy

the required hypotheses.

Changing back the variables v,- to u); we have the following result:

Theorem 3.6 The family of attractors {Ach 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where
A0° = {(W1,u, - - -,u) : (Whu) E A} and A is the global attractor of the problem

W1=G(W1,w,"',UJ),
u') = C2 25:1 §q(w). (3'11)

This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors immediately imply the
following result.

Corollary 3.3 Given 6 > 0 there is a kg > 0 such that, for k 2 kg and for any (u10,- - -,u(¢+k)0) e
[IR]‘+’° the solution (u1(t), . - . ,u¢+i_.(t)) of (3.8), with (u1(0), . - - ,u¢+k(0)) = (um, - - - ,u([+k)o), sat-
isfy

t
limsupz ||u,,_1(t) — uq(t)||R _<_ e, k +1 < q S 8+ k.
t—wo

q—2
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Application to Partially, Linearly-Coupled Lorenz Equations

Consider the Lorenz equations:

rt:—az+ay,
y=—y—xz+rz,
z'=—bz+.7:y.

If we couple two of such systems on the first variable, with the coupling term depending on the
difference of the corresponding variables we obtain

in: —0:1:1+Uy1— k(z1 —:1:2),
Q1 = “1/1 -$121 +T$11
21 “547214451111,

5:2 = —Uz2 +0112 +lc(:1:1—-:1:2),
122 = —y2 —$222 +712,
222=—b22+$2y2.

where k > 0 is the coupling parameter.

If we reorder the system above and write it in the matrix notation we obtain
¢=—kAC+f(C)

where
1:1 1 —1 0 0 0 0 —a:c1+0y1
x2 ——1 1 0 0 0 0 —aa:z+ay2

... y]. __
0 0 0 0 0 0 _ —y1_z121+rx1C‘ m A‘ 0 0 00 00 flO— _w_hm+,h

21 0 0 0 0 0 O —bz1+x1y1
a 0 0 00 00 4q+mm.

To proceed we need to further analyze the matrix A. Note that this matrix has 0 (zero) as an
eigenvalue with multiplicity five and the sixth eigenvalue is 2 (two). Let us consider the associated
eigenvectors.

A set of eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalue 0 (zero) is;

(1 —(%1%70a0a070)
C2 = (0a 07 l, 0) 0) 0)
C3 = (010,011,0’0)
<4 =(0’0)0s01110)
C5 = (0,0,0,0,0,1)

and one eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 2 (two) is;
1 1

<6 — (5) __2"010!0)O)'

Next we consider the following change of variables

m t é 00 00
v2 0 O 1 0 0 0

_ 03 __ __
0 0 0 1 0 0

v— m ‘U‘ZQ Z‘ 0 0 00 10
v5 0 0 0 0 0 1

% é —50 00 0
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which diagonalizes the matrix A. Then we have that v satisfy the following equation

0 0 0 0 0 O

0 0 0 0 0 0

_ 0 0 0 0 0 0”"k 0 0 0 0 0 0 ”+90”
0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 2

where g is the function
—av1+092%i1

—v2 —- (v1 + v6)v4 + r(v1 + 116)

—v—v—-v v+rv—vg(v)= 3 (1 6)5 (1 s)
—bU4 + (U1 + U6)U2

—b'l)5 4“ (U1 — Us)‘03

—a'ue + 032591

The uniform bounds for the attractors can be found in [21]. Note that we are now in condition
to apply Theorem (3.6) with the limiting problem being

wl —ow1 + am?!“
(1 1.02 —w2 — 101104 + rwl
— w = —-w3 — mm + rwl ,dt

w4 —bw4 + 1011112

w5 —bw5 + wlwa

and if we now change variables to the original system and make 1:1 = 3:2 = m, we have that

i: = —az+ay1,
171= —y1—$21+r:c,
372 = ‘y2 —$22 +rz»
21: —b21 +1531],
22 = —bz2+:z:y2.

For this particular case we can show synchronization in the other two variables as well. Note
that if (a:(t),y1 (t),y2(t),zl (t), zz(t)) is a solution of the above problem then the coordinate yl and
312 (z; and 22) satisfy the same equation and therefore if y1(0) = y2(0) (z1(0) = z2(0)) they stay the
same for t 2 0. On the other hand if they start different, we have that they satisfy

1]: = —y1 —
93“; 21 + T9303),

y2 = —y2 — a:(t 22 + ra:(t),
231 = —bzl + x(t)y1, (3'12)

22 = —622 + x(t) y2.
if n = y1 — yz and p = zl — 22, lets prove that (17, p) tends to zero exponentially. In fact, they satisfy
the following system of ordinary differential equations

fi= —n — m(t) p,
p = —bp + x(t)17.

By taking the Liapunov function V(17, p) = 772 + p2 one easily sees that they approach zero exponen-
tially. This implies that {(t,y1,y2,zl,z2) 6 IR4 : y1 = y2, 21 = 22} is an exponentially attracting
invariant manifold for the problem (3.12).
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3.2 Examples in Parabolic Equations
3.2.1 Coupled Scalar Parabolic Equations

We are now able to apply the abstract result of Theorem 2 to a system of reaction-diffusion
equations of the form:

ut = Au — k(u — v) + f1(u),
(3.13)

vt = Av + k(u —- v) + f2(v),

in (0, 00) x Q, Q C IR" bounded, smooth, subjected to Dirichlet initial-boundary conditions:

u(t,:v) = 0 and v(t,x) = 0, for (t, z) 6 (0,00) x 69,
(3.14)

u(0,z) = uo(x), v(0,:c) = vo(z), for a: E Q.

We assume the dissipativeness condition on the functions fl and fz,

fi(z)z < 0, for |z| > 5,3 i= 1, 2. (3.15)

Under these conditions the problem (3.13) has a global attractor Ak in X °‘, for a > §, see [7].
Using the Moser iteration technique we will obtain an L°°(Q) a priori estimate for the solutions

(u,v) of (3.13). Multiplying the first equation in (3.13) by if”, the second by Ur-l, r = 1, 2, 3, - - -,
integrating over Q and adding, we get the equality:

ffl(utu2r—l + vtv2r—l)dx = f“ (Auu2r—1 + Avv2r—l)dz

+kfn<<v WW“ — (v — u)v2'-1)dz (3.16)

+ fg(f1(u)uu""‘2 + f2(v)vv2"‘2)dm.

Now we check that
1 d

2r—1d =__/ 2rdLaw a:
21‘dt an 27,

/ Auu2'_ldz = —2r 2
1 if |Vurlzdz,

Q T dt 0

/(—u2r + vuz"1 — v” + uvzr'1)dz S 0,
n

since, by Young inequality
1 2T — 1 . 1Zr—l lr 21-

1) < _u + _.vu " 2T 27‘

Moreover

/(f1(u)uu2r—z + f2(U)W2r—2)dm S (.f1(u)u2"1 + f2(v)v2’—l)dx
9

4269414551
and M552}

Minna?" + £2”"‘Ll/\

where we set M := max¢=m maxmsg |fi(s)|.
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Putting all the estimates together into (3.16) we get a differential inequality of the form:

5175? jam” + ”hm” S —1277"—_!_(fn lvurlz + IVUT|2) dz
(3.17)

+ M|Q|[§,2"1+ fizzy—ll,

r = 1,2,3,-~~. Next, by the Poincaré inequality ||¢||L2(Q) < c||V¢||ZLL"‘(Q) applied to u” and v' we
obtain

1 d 2 2
in? few ’ + ”WW S -—1—1’r' 0—1 fn(IUI2’ + Ivl2’)d:v

(3.18)
+ M|Q|[12r_1+ gar—1],

r = 1,2,3, - - ~, or, if y(t) := fn(u2' + v2”)d:c, we have

1 2 215m 5 T c-1y<t>+ Mmue’ 1+ sir-11. (3.19)

The solutions of such differential inequality satisfies an estimate of the form

sgpyu) s max{y(0),M|fl| rcléf’“1 + $41}, (3.20)

and also the asymptotic estimate

limqsup y(t)_< MIQI r c[£2r'1+§2"1], (3.21)

Taking the 27‘ roots and letting r —) oo in the above estimates we get the L°°(Q) bounds

Slzp(l|"(t)||L°°(n) + ||v(t)||L°°(Q)) S maxflluolltwm) + ||vo||Lw(o),£1 + 62}, (3-22)

and
liflsup(llu(t)IILw(n) + ||U(t)||L°°(o)) S 61 + 62- (3-23)

With these L°°(Q) bounds we can cut the nonlinearities f; and f2 outside the interval [—§1 —

{2,51 + 52] in such a way that the attractors Ak of the problem (3.13) are not changed and such
that the new nonlinearities are globally Lipschitz and globally bounded. This implies that we can
assume without loss of generality that the original nonlinearities fl and f2 are globally Lipschitz
and globally bounded.

Now it is convenient to rewrite the system (3.13) in a more suitable form to apply Theorem 2.
For this we introduce the new unknown

w__u—v z_u+v. fl, . fl,
and obtain the equations

=Aw— 2kw+7f1(%)— 7-f2(z_w)

= A2 + 715f1(%'2'z)+ 7-f2(zw)-
This problem, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, has a global attractor fit can be
rewritten in the abstract form

(3.24)

w = Akw + f‘(w,z),
(3.25)

z = Az+ge(w,z),
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where A is the Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, A], := A — 219, f3, ge :

X "‘ x X °‘ -> X,

_ i w(a') — z(:z:)
) fif2(———\/°—2——),fe(w,z)(:z:) = fifflggw

and i (z) + z(:1:) 1 w(2:) — z(:1:)we
,

_—__ ____ + __ ____..__ _

This is now in the form (2.2) and we can apply Theorem 2 to obtain the upper semicontinuity of
the attractors {Ah k S 00} at infinity where A00 = {(0, z) : z e A} and A is the global attractor of
the problem

zi = Az + way?) + was,» (3.26)

Changing back the variables to u and v the previous considerations imply the following:

Theorem 3.7 The family of attractors {Ahk 5 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where
A00 = {(u,u) : u E A} and A is the global attractor of the problem

at = Au + %f1(u) + %f2(u). (3.27)

This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors immediately imply the
following result.

Corollary 3.4 Given 6 > 0 there is a ho > 0 such that, for k 2 kg and for any (u0,v0) G X“ x X“
the solution (u(t),v(t)) of (3.13), with (u(0),v(0)) = (umvo), satisfy

lim sun HUG) — v(t)|IXa 5 6-
t—NXJ

3.2.2 Coupled Systems of Parabolic Equations

Now we study a system of 2m equations generalizing the previous example. Let Q be a bounded
smooth domain in IR". Consider the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for a system:

ut=Lu~k(u—u)+f1(u), 1:69, t>0, 328v¢=Lv—k(v—u)+fz(v), mGQ,t>0, (' )

where u = (U1, . . -,um), v = (v1, - . ~ ,v,,,) and f,- e C’1(IR"‘,IR"‘), i = 1,2. Here L is a second order
diagonal matrix operator in the divergence form:

A 0
L = [ f f ] , A = div(a(z) ' V), (3.29)

0 A mxm

with a E C’ 1(QIRm), aj(z) 2 ao > 0, j = 1, - - -,n. The dissipativeness condition for the functions
fi = (fir-uh”):

fik(uli ' ' ' ium)uk < 01 for lukl > 651 (3.30)

k = 1, - - -,m, i = 1,2, will be also assumed from now on. Under the just stated assumptions the
problem (3.28) has a global attractor Ak, [8], and with the same proof as for the problem (3.13)
we get global in time and asymptotically independent on the initial data (110,110) estimates of the
solutions (u(t),v(t)) of (3.28) in L°°(Q,IR"‘):
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SUP (I|u(t )IIL°°(Q) + IIv(t)IIL°°(rz))_.< max {Iluolltwan + IIvo|IL°°(o) 2&1 +£2)} (3-31)
k=1

and
m

liflsupflluumtwmnm) + My“)IIL"°(Q.1R"‘))(XXElC + 52) (3-32)
m k=l

Therefore we can assume, without loss of generality, that fl and fz are globally Lipschitz and globally
bounded functions.

If we introduce the linear change of variables:

u—v u+v= —_a = 1 3.33

then the problem (3.28) will be rewritten in the form

wt = LU) — 2k“! + fiffl’Uj—If‘) — fifflz—fi),
(3.34)

Zt=LZ+7-f1(%I/-_—;)+7'f2(%ma)

suitable to apply Theorem 2. This system has a global attractor Ak and we have:

Theorem 3.8 Under the assumption (3.30) the family {Ah/c 5 00} of global attractors correspond-
ing to the semigroups Tk(t) is upper semicontinuous at infinity, where Aco = {(0,z) : z E A}, and
A denotes the global attractor of the limiting problem

1 z 1 z
zt = Lz + fifflfi) + fif2(—\/T2')’

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.

(3.35)

Remark 1. We need to point out here, that the linear part of the right hand side of the system
(3.34) is quasi-monotone increasing in functional arguments (cf. [26]). Recall, that the function
F(:1:, z) = (F1, (cc, z), - - -

, F,,(:1:, z)) defined in D C le x IR” is quasi—monotone increasing in 2 if, for
every Z =(z11' ' '1zll)a Z = (21, ’2V)’

F‘i($,Z) _<_ Fi($,f), Z.‘ = if” Zj S. 21.7]: 17"'1U' (3.36)

This property allows for successful using of the a priori estimates technique for systems of ordinary
and partial differential equations (see [26]).
Remark 2. The associated with (3.34) system of ordinary differential equations

y(t)—— —k(y — 2) 3.37z<t>=—k(z—y> ( I

y = (y1, - - ' ,y,,,), z = (21, - - - ,zm) is a special example of the so—called Chapman-Kolmogorov systems
(cf. [13]). Asymptotic behavior of solutions of such systems when time goes to infinity was studied
in details in the theory of stochastic processes.

Changing back the variables to u and v we have the following result:

Theorem 3.9 The family of attractors {Ahk S 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where
A00 = {(u,u) : u E A} and A is the global attractor of the problem

= Au + é fl (u) + éffiu). (3.38)
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This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors immediately imply the
following result.

Corollary 3.5 Given 6 > 0 there is a 160 > 0 such that, for k 2 kg and for any (u0,v0) e X“ x X"‘
the solution (u(t),v(t)) of (3.13), with (u(0),v(0)) = (u0,vo), satisfy

lim sup ||u(t) — U(t)||Xa 5 e.
t—too

3.2.3 Coupled parabolic equations on a l-d lattice

As a final example consider a system in which each single equation (except the first and the last
one) is linearly-coupled with its two neighbors

u“ = AU1 + k(u2 — 11.1) + f1(u1),

u“ = Aui + k(u,~+1 — ui) — k(u,- — ui_1) + f,-(u,~), 2 5 i S m, (3.39)

umt = Aum — Ic(um — um) + fm(um),

together with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The corresponding linear system is
again of the Chapman-Kolmogorov type with the right hand side quasi-monotone increasing. Under
the dissipativeness condition:

fi(u,-)u,- < 0, for |u,~| > E, 15 i S m,

the above system was studied in [7] with the use of the method of invariant regions. It was proved
that (3.39) has a global attractor Ak on Xa, a > %. It is also proved that the attractor Ak, k 2 0,
satisfy

u(x) e [—§,5]"‘, Va; 6 9 Va 6 A,“

This allow us to assume, without loss of generality, that the functions fi : IR —) IR, 1 5 i 5 m,
are globally Lipschitz and globally bounded.

To transform (3.39) into a form suitable to use Theorem 2 we need to change the variables. Let
-kK be a matrix of coefficients of the linear part of (3.39):

—1 1 0 0 0 0
1 —2 1 0 0 0
0 l --2 - -- 0 0 0

_ K = : : : -. : : : (340)

0 0 0 1 —2 l
0 0 0 0 1 —1 "IX"!

and let {1 = 0 < 52 S 5 fm be the sequence of eigenvalues of —K and (zl,-~,zm) be a
corresponding sequence of eigenvectors normalized in IR'" with respect to the Euclidean norm.
Setting Z = (21, - - - ,zm) we introduce the new unknown by the formula

1) z: Z_1u, (3.41)

so that the system (3.39) is transformed into

v, = A1) - kZ“KZv + Z“f(Zv), (3.42)
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where f : IR'“ —+ IR'" is defined by f (u) = (f1(u1), - - -
, fm(vm))T or componentwise,

(vj)t = Avj — kfjvj +E fq (2 23m) 231,

q=l 1:1

with £1 = O and 6,- > 0 for j = 2, - - - ,m. This problem has a global attractor flk and can now be
rewritten in the abstract form

.
27 = Aka: + fe(.’II,y),
1) = Ay + g"(w,y),

where A is the Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, Ak := diag(A — kfg, - - ,
,

A — kfm), f‘ : [X"‘]"“1 x X“ —) [X]m and g" : [X"’]”“1 x X“ —-> X are given by

ff
f" = 5 ,

ft?

(3.43)

m

f;(¢11"'a¢m)(x) = qu (22597541502?) 2 Sj S m,
q=l i=1

and

ge(¢i, ' ' ' ,¢m)(x) = qu (223454930 zi-
q=l i=l

Theorem 3.10 The family of attractors {flhk _<_ 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity, where
A00 = {(v,O,---,0) E [X"']"‘“1 : v E A} and A is the attractor for the problem

7".

vt = Av +qu (zi’v)zi’,
q=1

with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.

The proof of this result follows from Theorem 2 and it is easily seen that fe, 98 and P satisfy
the required hypotheses.

Changing back the variables vi to ui we have the following result:

Theorem 3.11 The family of attractors {Ah/c S 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity where
A0° = {(u, - - - ,u) : u E A} and A is the global attractor of the problem

ut = Au + Z fq (u) 23, (3.44)
q=l

with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.

This theorem and the definition of upper semicontinuity of attractors immediately imply the
following result.

Corollary 3.6 Given 6 > 0 there is a he > 0 such that, for k _>_ kg and for any (u10,---,umo) E
[X“]'" the solution (u1(t), ~ - - ,um(t)) of (3.39), with (ux(0),---,um(0)) = (u10,-- -,um0), satisfy

7".

lim sup2 ||uq_1(t) — u,,(t)||xa 5 e.
t—ioo (1:2
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